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Let ?; ,..., 7/, be inner product spaces and A a linear operator on 
v* Q ... 3 v, . Suppose that an equation imoIvmg A holds for all tensors of 
a given rank. Does it follow that the equation holds for all tensors !  We answer 
this question for some equations im-olving the inner product on VI Q ... @ V, . 
For example, it is shown that if the field is the complex numbers and{-&, t) = 0, 
for all decomposable tensors t, then (At, t) = 0, for all tensors t. Thus, A = 0. 
1. IKTR~DuCTI~N 
Let VI )..., Vx be inner product spaces with the dimension of r/, equal to ?zs, 
s = I,...: m. The inner products on V, induce an inner product on the 
tensor space Frr @ ... @ Vlfi . Decomposable tensors r+ @ ... 0 ehz and 
u, @ . . . 0 ‘Us, satisfv 
A tensor t in V, @s ... @ ?& has rank r (p(t) = r) if t is the sum of T, but no 
- less than r, decomposable tensors. A decomposable tensor has rank 1. 
Suppose that A is a linear operator on VI @ ... 0 V, , &ich satisfies one 
of the conditions 
(lj j:Atji = ;I tjl, 
(2) I: At I! = I’ A*t :j (A* is the adjoint of A), 
(3) (At, t) is real, 
(4j (At, t) 2 0, 
for all tensors t of rank Y. Does A then have the corresponding property 
below ? 
(1’) A is unitary, 
(2) 9 is normal, 
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(3’) A is hermitian, 
(4’) A is positive semidefinite. 
Some work has been done on the first question for m = 2. Gibson [2] 
showed that if the field is the complex numbers, 1 < P < min{n, , ne} and 
A satisfies (1) for all tensors t of rank Y, then A is unitary-. The same thing is 
true in the real case, except that we need 2 < P < min{n, , Q>. Bronson [l] 
giv-es a counterexample for the case T = 1. 
We prove here that if the field is the complex numbers, 1 < r < 
min(n, ,..., n,> and (l), (2), or (3) holds for all tensors t of rank r, then (l’), 
(2’), or (3’) holds, respectively. In the real case, we need 2 < r < minin,,..., nnr) 
and then (1) or (2) implies (1’) or (2’), respectively. We give examples to show 
that (4) does not imply (4’). In the real case, we give examples to show that 
(1) and (2) do not imply (1’) and (2’), respectively, when Y = 1. 
2. THEOREMS AND EXAMPLES 
Throughout this paper, we must distinguish between the cases where the 
underlying field F is the complex numbers C and the real numbers R. 
THEOREM 1. Let F = C and 1 < T < minjn, ,..., n,,}. Suppose that 
(At, t) = 0, 
for all tensol-s t of rank r. Then, A = 0. 
THEOREM 2. Let F = R and 2 < Y < min(n, :..., n,J. Suppose that 
(At, t) = 0, 
for all tensors t of rank r. Then A* = -A. 
The lower bound of 2 on Y in Theorem 2 is necessary, as the next example 
shows. 
EXAWLE 3. Let VI and Vs be the space of real ordered pairs. Then, 
the matrix 
0 0 0 1 
O-1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
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satisfies 
for all decomposable tensors q @ zs . However, A* + --A. 
THEOREM 4. Let F = C and 1 < r < min{z, ,..., IZ,,). Suppose that A 
satisjies cozzdition (I), (2), or (31, f  or all tensors t of rank r. Tizen, -4 is unitary, 
normal: or hermitian, respectkely. 
There is no similar theorem for condition (4). 
EXAMPLE 5. Let VI and T/a be the space of compIex ordered pairs. Then, 
the matrix 
satisfies 
1 0 0 2 
A= 0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
2001 
for all decomposable tensors s+ @ alla . But A is indefinite. 
THEOREM 6. Let F = R and 2 < F < min(n, ,..., n,>. Suppose that A 
satisfies condition (1) or (2), for all tezzsors t of razzk I’. Then! A is zczzitary or 
nornzal, respectzkely. 
Again, the lower bound 2 on r is necessary as the next two exampies show. 
EXAMPLE 7. [I] !et VI and Va be the space of real ordered pairs. Then, 
the matrix 
1 0 0 
d = & 
L i- L 0 1-l 
i 
0-l 1 
1 0 0 0 I 0 1 
satisfies 
for all decomposable tensors ‘zI @ g2 . But A is not unitary. 
&.4m'L~ 8. Let V, and V, be as in Example 7. Then, the matrix 
0 O-l 0 
A=0001 i I 1 0 0 + O-l + 0 
satisfies 
/; A(q I@ vz>i: = I, Ayvl @ v& 
for all decomposable tensors ~r @ %:a . But A is not normal. 
3. PROOFS 
We need the lemma below, concerning the rank of tensors. 
LEMMA. Let ui@ = uil @ .a* ‘8, uim , i = l,.. ., T be r nonzero decom- 
posable tensors. If  there are two integers 1 < i f  j < m such that the sets of 
vectors (Uli , U?i ,..., u,J and (uclj , x,., ,..., I+) are linearly independent, then 
p(ul@ + -.* + UT@) = r. 
Proof of lemma. Suppose that {url , usI ,..., u,r) and {ulB , up2 ,..., u,.~} are 
linearly independent sets of vectors and that p(u,@ + .*. + z+@) = s < T. 
Then, there are s decomposable tensors 
such that 
(*I 
ulp c . . . + UT’8 = VIE + . . . + vs@* 
Let z& ,..., I& be linear functionals on Va dual to ur2 ,,.., u,~ . For each 
i = l,..., 1’ and j = 3,..., nz, let uki be any linear functional on Vj such that 
z&(z+J = 1. Foreachi = l,..., T, there is a linear map hi from VI @ ..* @ VIZ 
to VI defined by 
for all q in l;ij . Apply hi to both sides of (*) and we have uil c (vI1 ,..., a,,,), 
for i = l,..., r. This is impossible since q1 ,..., u,.~ are linearly independent 
and s < Y. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
In the proof of Theorem 1, we assume that A = (a(or, ,E?)) is an n1 ... nrlz by 
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n, *-- 12, complex matrix whose rows and columns are indexed by the set of 
sequences 
qn, ).~.’ I?;,() = (.a = (3.(l) ,...) a(m)): 1 < a(s) < 7xi, ) s = l,..., z?z). 
Let e1 ,..*, en, be the usual basis in the space of complex ?z,-tuples. For ,CY in
q7.l ,..., n,>,), let ex@ stand for e,(r) ,g ... @ enrbn) . 
Proof of Theorem 1. First, me prove the theorem in case r = 1, The proof 
is an induction on m. If  m = 1, the result is clear. Let ,CX and ,!3 be sequences in 
I-(%, ,...) n,j such that 01(s) = B(s), for some 1 < s < VZ. For convenience, 
assume that a(m) = /3(m). Let ‘E,, = e,(,,,) and let B = (b(3;‘, 9’)) be the 
principal submatrix of A whose rows and columns are indexed bp 
qn, )..*9 R,i-I), where b(z’, /3’) = ~(a”, p”) for a’, /3’ E r(w, ,.-.! n,,,-,), U” = 
(~‘(1),...> a’(lrz - l), E(K)), and /3” = (p’(l),..., /~‘(Rz - i), ,S(mj). Then; 
for all z1 ,... ~ C,+i . .Thus, by induction, B = 0. Since ~$31, I$) is an entry 
from B: we have a(or, /I) = 0. 
Let CY and 3 be two sequences in r(n, , . . , n,,) such that CX(_P) + .3(s), for ail 
1 < s < BZ. For each subset S of {l,..., nz}, pick 
F, = k(,) T e3(d , if s E S, 
= edd + 49(d , if se S, 
s = I,..., m. Then, 
where 
and 1 S 1 stands for the number of elements in 5’. Thus, 
= x, (;)isn’!(-i)!“n”‘u(S,, S,), (sum aver T, R 2 {I ,..., vxij. 
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However, ST(s) = S,(s), for some s = l,..., r unless R = T”, the complement 
of T. Thus, if R + T”, then a&, 6,) = 0. Therefore, 
= i S; C (-l):S~%z(ST, S,,) (sum over T_C{l,..., wz}). 
The 2”? complex numbers a&, STC), T 2 (l,..., nz}, satisfy a homogeneous 
system of linear equations where the coefficient matrix D = (d(S, T)) 
indexed by the subsets 5’ and T of { l,..., m] is given by 
d(S, T) = (-l)is^rcl. 
The rows of D are orthogonal. For, if S f  T, say 1 E S, but I e T, then, 
'.SnRCj'jRCnT; + c (-1)ISnRci7,RCnTj 
l$R 
1 =&‘- 1’ ~.SnRCi--li~RCnT~ + (-l)ISnRCI+'RcnTi 
= 0. (All sums are taken over the subsets R of (l,..., nzj.) 
Thus, D is nonsingular and so 
for each subset T of {l,..., nz}. In particular, if T = (l,..., m>, then S, = (II and 
Sr, = 8. Thus, a(ar, p) = 0 and A = 0. This completes the argument in case 
r = 1. 
Xow, suppose that 2 < P < min(n, ,..., tz,,,J and that (At, t) = 0, for all t 
of rank T. We show that (At, t) = 0, for all t of rank 1. Let 
be an!- nonzero decomposable tensor. For each s = l,..., m, augment z1r8 to 
a set of r linearly independent vectors uls , uzs ,..., u,,~ in V, . This can be done 
since Y < min(n, ,..., ?z,,). Sovv, define ui% = uil 3 ... @ uinl for i = 2 ,..., r. 
Let x be any nonzero real number. Then, by the lemma, 
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According to the hypothesis, 
for all real x f  0. Thus, (AZ+3, zcrs ) = 0 and it follows from the first part of 
the proof that A = 0. 
Proof of Tlreorern 2. First, we show that if (at, t) = 0: for all tensors t of 
rank 2, then d * = --A. It suffices to show that 
for any two decomposable tensors u,@ = zlll (3 ... @ l*im and za@ = 
u,, g) ... 3 u,, . This is because the tensor product space has an orthonormai 
basis of decomposable tensors. There are two cases. 
If  ,&l 8 + q@) ZTz 2, then there are two indices I < i f  j < no such thar 
the sets @ri , ugi) and(urj , Q> are both linearly independent. I f  not: u,% + z~,~z 
is decomposable. For convenience, take i = 1, j = 2 so that (qr ) uZi) and 
{tiPZ , z+& are linearly independent sets. Let x be any nonzero real number. 
Then, according to the lemma, p(zc,@ + xu2%) = 2 for each real .Y + 0. By 
the hypothesis, we have 
for each real ,v f  0. Thus, (Anr@‘, ue~j ~ (82(,~‘, ul%) = 0. 
.The other case is that p(ur@ 2 u,@ ) < 2. By the lemma, there is, at most, 
one pair of vectors {zdlli , u,,), i = l,..., m, that is linearly independent. Say 
that upi = ciulf, for some cg f  0, i = 2,..., n. Then, for each nonzero real. 
number x, u1 I XUQ = (%I + c2 ... c,xu*lj 6 ul”- :g . . . @ z& . Also, 
%I + .w.+ is nonzero for all but perhaps one value of x. There are nonzero 
vectors f&a8 in VS , s = l,... , m, such that ~~~~~ + cZ ... c,,war ? uar} and 
(+ ) z& are linearly independent sets, for each nonzero real number x. Let 
us@ = us1 @ ... 0 aQnl . Then, by the lemma, 
for all nonzero real numbers y. By the hypothesis, we have 
for all but a finite number of real numbers x and y. Thus, (AurB, ~a@‘) + 
(Al.ln~:, u1 s) = 0. This completes the argument for I’ = 2. 
Sovv, suppose that 3 < Y < min(n, ,..., n,} and that (At, t) = 0, for all 
tensors t of rank T. We show that (At, t) = 0, for all tensors of rank 2. Let 
Ul 
% = Ull @I ... @ z.+,~ and us3 = uar @ ... @ uZnl be decomposable tensors 
such that p(qx - z@ ) = 2. There are two indices 1 < i f  j < m such 
that the sets {zcri, uPi} and {urj , z.+} are linearly independent, otherwise, 
ul@ + 219 _‘s is decomposable. Say that i = 1 and j = 2. Augment lcrr , uel to 
a linearly independent set qI. , zlar ,..., u,.r in V, . Also, augment ura , uPB to a 
linearly independent set ura , uaa ,..., u,.a in V2 . Sow, choose uis f  0 in V, for 
3 < i < Y, s = l,..., m. Define uig = uil @ ... @ uin? for e’ = 3 ,..., Y. Let 
x be any nonzero real number. Then, by the lemma, 
p(zllB + un@ + “(Us3 + ... f  q.8)) = r. 
Thus, bp the hypothesis, 
for all real x + 0. Thus, (A(qg i u,g), ur@ + qg:) = 0. It follows from 
the r = 2 case of the proof that A* = --A. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose that (3) holds for all tensors t of rank r. Then, 
((A - A”)t, t) = 0. 
It follows from Theorem 1 that A - A* = 0 and that A is hermitian. The 
other two parts of Theorem 4 have similar arguments. 
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EXXMPLB 5. A is indefinite because the determinant 
submatris 
I 2 [ 1 2 1 
is negative. Suppose that 
a 
Cl zzz 
[ 1 b ’ 
c2 = [ 1 ; : 
where a, bP c, and dare complex numbers. Then, 
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of its principal 
> 1 ac ‘2 + I ad 14 .+ i bc ji’ + : bd ;? - 4 [ &d j 
= (I ac ( - : bd 1)” + (I ad j - bc 1)” 
> 0. 
Proof of ZXeorem 6. Suppose that A satisfies (I) for all tensors t of rank r. 
Then, 
((PA - r>t, t) = 0. 
Thus, by Theorem 2, --(A*.&! -I) = (d*A - I)* = d*B -I. Hence, 
A”4 - I = 0 and A is unitary. (I is the identity transformation on 
VI @ ... 81 l’,, . ) A similar argument works for the other part of Theorem 6. 
EXAMPLE 7. The matrix 
satisfies 
Thus, A is not unitary. But Uis the matrix in Example 3 for which (Uf, t) = 0, 
for all decomposabie tensors t in VI @ V, . Thus, ;I At 1: = ‘; t !!: for all 
decomposable tensors t in VI @ V, . 
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EXAMPLE 8. The matrix 
satisfies 
Therefore, ((A*/! - _4A*)t, t) = 0 and I fft ,j = j: 4% j\ for all decom- 
posable tensors t in Vz @ Vf . 
4. REMARIS 
1. The upper bound of min{n, , . . . , zz,,} on Y may not be the best. According 
to the lemma, there are tensors in V, (3 . ..@V.ofrankrforrlessthanor 
equal to the second largest of the integers n, ,..., n, . 
2. Are there tensors having rank larger than the second largest of zzr ,..., nm ? 
For example, let C, V and W be two-dimensional vector spaces with bases 
{ul ,4, @I , .z&, and +I , v+}. What is the rank of the tensor 
t = (Cl @ u1 8 WI) + (zl @ u2 !@ 2cg) + (D2 @ 241 @ z&J + (z$, 324, @ q) ? 
Is the rank of t > 2 = min(zz, , n, , zz3} ? 
3. Similar theorems hold for symmetry classes of tensors. For the definition 
of a symmetry class of tensors, see [3]. For example, in the zzzth Grassmann 
space AzzzV of a complex inner product space V, if A is a linear operator on 
A”‘V to itself and (dz:,A .. * Az,,~, , @,A ... AZ,) = 0 for all F, in V, then B = 0. 
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